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Abstract
Channel charting (CC) is a novel framework in which a multi-antenna base station
learns a channel chart, which is a low-dimensional representation of the true locations
of transmitting users. This is done with the use of high-dimensional Channel State
Information (CSI) acquired at the BS, and it operates in an unsupervised manner.
The charting function, which maps high-dimensional features extracted from the
CSI, to a channel chart, does not have any information about the locations of
users. The channel chart has the property of local geometry preservation, i.e., points
which are close in the physical space will also be close in the channel chart. In
this thesis, the objective is to investigate the applications of CC in locating users
within the radio environment. Using CSI collected from a real outdoor environment,
it is attempted to estimate the unknown true locations of transmitters, from the
information conveyed by channel charts learned from relevant features extracted
from the CSI. Information about the antenna array at the BS is not used when
processing the CSI. Different covariance matrix based features and their dissimilarity
measures are investigated for the CC problem, and a wide range of state-of-the-art
Dimensionality Reduction methods are applied. The use of real measurements, as
opposed to simulated data, introduces new challenges in the prospect of CC and its
user localization applications. Several of these challenges are considered in this thesis,
including incomplete information about the antenna structure, small number of time
samples or poor received signal. The results obtained are remarkable in that, despite
the challenges mentioned, it is possible to obtain channel charts of high accuracy, and
the performance of localization based on CC approaches is similar to that obtained
based on high-dimensional features, with the benefit of the low-dimensionality of the
channel charts.
Keywords MIMO, Channel State Information, Radio features, User localization,
Channel Charting, Dimensionality Reduction, Machine learning
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The wireless communication prospect is rapidly moving towards a scenario consisting
of a massive increase in traffic volumes and number of connected devices, whose
requirements—such as reliability and latency—are, in turn, becoming stricter. This
situation poses complex challenges to the design of wireless communication systems.
In order to cope with these challenges, several technologies have been object of
research. In the level of radio access, some of these new technologies are massive
Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (mMIMO), the use of millimeter-Wave (mmWave)
frequency bands and dense cell scenarios. These technologies are being deployed in
wireless networks, especially in the scheme of Fifth-Generation (5G) networks.
In spite of the flagrant performance gain obtained from the deployment of these
technologies, potential solutions, such as multiband operation [1] or mobile relaying [2],
entail the acquisition of large amounts of multi-point Channel State Information
(CSI) at multi-antenna Base Stations (BSs). One the one hand, networks can benefit
from the vast amounts of CSI collected by BSs. On the other hand, storing and
processing large amounts of CSI poses severe challenges in the design of wireless
networks, which have to cope with large amounts of data.
For the purpose of effectively and efficiently managing the significant amounts
of high-dimensional CSI, wireless networks must gain knowledge of the spatial
distributions and trajectories of transmitting User Equipments (UEs), as well as
their neighborhood relationships or handover procedures between neighboring cells.
In other words, networks must learn the radio geometry in which the UEs reside. It
is worth mentioning that a system where transmitters send their global coordinates
to the BS would be highly inefficient, introducing significant resource consuming
functions. Furthermore, this approach might intrude on the privacy of users, especially
should the localization data be used and saved for other applications.
Channel Charting (CC), initially proposed in [3], is an unsupervised machine
learning framework which aims at learning the high-dimensional radio geometry by
learning a low-dimensional embedding, the so-called channel chart. In this channel
chart, the local geometry of the location of UEs in space is preserved, relying solely on
the CSI associated to each of the UEs, without the need of true location information
obtained from positioning systems. The unsupervised nature of CC allows for a
wide range of applications, including user localization, network planning, cell search,
multi-point connectivity and handover, beam finding, user grouping, etc.
This thesis focuses on the utilization of CC for user localization. The fact
that channel charts can be used for this purpose comes from the fact that they
preserve the original local geometry. Localization is an essential function for wireless
networks, and it is becoming more and more valuable for an endless number of
applications, including autonomous driving, surveillance, disaster relief and pervasive
sensor networks, among others.
In particular, the goal of this thesis is to explore and evaluate various localization
methods from channel charts constructed from CSI collected at a real outdoor
environment, while identifying the challenges of this task. Additionally, it aims to
evaluate the charts obtained through various feature extraction and Dimensionality
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Reduction (DR) techniques.
It is important to emphasize the nature of the dataset which is used in this thesis.
The proposal of CC was based on synthetic data using a ray tracing model and a
Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) based simulator [3]. On the other
hand, the dataset used in this thesis contains real measurements from a real scenario,
in which there is no control over the properties of the radio environment and the
number of measurements taken. Moreover, the antennas and Radio-Frequency (RF)
components of the transceivers are non-ideal, whereas a synthetic model usually
simplifies the complexity by considering ideal components. Thus, this work aims to
focus on the challenges related to the real nature of the dataset.
3
2 Background
This chapter includes a brief description of the relevant prior art related to user
localization and charting methods in wireless environments. Additionally, a moti-
vation for the use of channel charting in multi-user and multi-antenna scenarios is
presented.
CC was originally proposed in [3] as a framework in which a MIMO base station
is able to extract information from the high amounts of CSI collected, and learn,
by means of a radio chart, the radio geometry in which the users are located. This
chart is a representation of the spatial geometry, i.e. their true locations. As a
consequence, charts can be leveraged, among other applications, for user localization;
that is, estimating potentially unknown locations of users. The channel chart is
constructed in a completely unsupervised manner, i.e., solely on features related
to multi-antenna CSI, and therefore there is no need for the true locations to be a
known by the BS.
The unsupervised nature of CC comprises its novelty, compared to other existing
localization and user fingerprinting methods which have some degree of supervision.
The motivation for the use of unsupervised frameworks is clear: the amount of CSI
acquired at BSs depends on the number of UEs and its mobility, the bandwidth of
operation, the number of receive and transmit antennas and the rate in which the
wireless channel is estimated, among other factors. The amount of CSI needed for
the correct functioning of a wireless network is thus growing, as user requirements
become stricter. In order to efficiently and dynamically cope with high amounts of
CSI, the construction of channel charts is unsupervised, which in addition automates
this activity at the BS, by avoiding possible human intervention needed for supervised
training.
Various research directions have been followed for the purpose of wireless user
localization and fingerprinting. There has been a notorious effort spent on these
problems. One approach is localization based on triangulation methods which rely on
low-level parameters such as Angle-of-Arrival (AoA), Time-of-Arrival (ToA), Time-
Difference-of-Arrival (TDoA) and Received Signal Strength (RSS) [4–6]. Supervised
methods based on deep neural networks have been vastly studied [7–12]. Other
approaches use manifold learning methods applied to user localization [13,14]. Some
localization approaches focus on semi-supervised metric learning from CSI, in which
a metric with desired properties is defined, between users [15,16].
CC is constructed following the steps depicted in Figure 1. CC is based on
transforming multi-dimensional CSI, collected from multiple users and antennas, into
a low-dimensional chart—typically 2-dimensional—in which its geometry has desired
properties. Particularly, the interest lies in obtaining a chart in which the local
geometry is preserved. That is, short distances should be preserved, therefore those
users who are nearby in the spatial geometry, keep their neighborhood relationships
in the channel chart.
There are four geometries which are referenced throughout this thesis. Wireless
devices are said to reside in the spatial geometry, which encompasses their true
locations and neighborhood relationships in the area of study. The CSI acquired
4
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Figure 1: Diagram depicting the steps of CC. The black triangle represents the
receiver (a MIMO BS), while the colored circles represent the transmitter (UE)
locations. The neighborhood relationships—indicated by different colors—in the
spatial geometry are preserved and remain in the channel chart.
at the receiver (BS) resides in the radio geometry, since it depends on the radio
characteristics of the environment. From the CSI, the receiver extracts features which
conform the feature geometry. These features are a representation of the spatial
geometry, but reside on a higher dimensional space. To construct a channel chart,
therefore, a dimensionality reduction algorithm is applied on the features, with the
low-dimensional chart being a representation of the original spatial geometry, in a
way such that local geometry is preserved between both geometries. The quality of
the representations, that is, the feature and the channel chart geometries can be
assessed with the use of quality scores, which measure the performance based on the
desired properties.
It is worth mentioning the dimensionality in which the mentioned geometries
lie. It is obvious that the spatial geometry can only have dimension s′ = 2 or 3.
CSI resides in a geometry of high dimensionality, and contains complex values with
dimension s. This dimension is given by the number of time and/or frequency samples
of the signal received at the MIMO BS, which in turn comprises the dimension of
the CSI. The dimension of the features, i.e., p, is also relatively high, as it is a
transformation of the high dimensional CSI. The channel chart is constructed in a
way so that its dimension p′ is significantly lower than that of the features. To be
able to visualize and better analyze the chart, the typical values for p′ are 2 or 3.
For the purpose of extracting meaningful high-dimensional features to be used
to construct the chart, numerous approaches have been object of research in the
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literature—not necessarily for channel charting, such as based on processing covariance
matrix dissimilarities [3,17]—which capture the large-scale variations of the radio
channel—, autoencoders [18], signal subspace approaches [19–21], or on the Multiple
Signal Classification (MUSIC) algorithm [21,22]. It is important to notice that some
of the mentioned approached, such as based on AoA, TDoA and MUSIC, intrinsically
require a complete knowledge of the structure of the antenna arrays.
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3 Problem description
This chapter consists of an extensive description of the methods and tools used
throughout the development of this thesis work. This thesis is focused on analyzing
and solving, with the means explained in the current chapter, the following problem:
Provided with real outdoor CSI measurements and transmitter locations, construct, in
an unsupervised manner —except when specified otherwise—, channel charts whose
geometry represents that of the true locations. Leverage these charts so that they
can be used for localization. That is, estimate the position of transmitters for which
their location is unknown, using the CSI associated with them. Evaluate the results
with the use of defined performance scores and make the necessary comparisons and
evaluations to understand and explain the results. Finally, draw insightful conclusions
from said results.
The sections contained in this chapter follow the workflow of CC, depicted in
Figure 1, and for each step, a description on what has been done is included, and a
brief conclusion if suitable. Firstly, the focus lies on the analysis of the characteristics
and properties of the available dataset. Then, the interest is put on how to extract
features from the mentioned CSI. Finally, DR algorithms to construct charts are
detailed.
3.1 Dataset analysis
This section contains a description of the data used in this thesis, and an analysis
of its contents. It is crucial to thoroughly describe and understand the details and
particularities of this dataset, in order to be able to evaluate the eventual results
with a more profound insight.
As discussed in the introduction, CC is a framework in which a multi-antenna
BS can effectively learn the radio geometry of the radio cell, based on uplink CSI
collected from transmitters at different locations in its surrounding area. Therefore,
the data needed to create charts will primarily consist of wireless CSI.
The dataset utilized in this thesis was originally provided by the IEEE Communi-
cations Theory Workshop (CTW) 2020 data competition [23]. It contains a labeled
dataset (i.e. CSI with the corresponding 3D ground truth location) and a larger set
of unlabeled data for which the true location is unknown. In this thesis most of the
work is done using only the labeled dataset.
The CSI measurements were taken in an environment consisting of an outdoor
residential area of approximately 0.5 km2, depicted in Figure 2. It is important to
remark that, while this dataset was originally intended to be used to perform user
localization, the CSI was not collected with the particular prospect of CC, i.e., there
could be different optimizations and parameters which would give more leverage to
the construction of radio charts that are not present in the dataset [24].
3.1.1 Measurement parameters
The data are made up of channel frequency responses between a moving transmitter
and a receiver which consists of a MIMO 8×8 horizontally polarized patch antenna
7




























Figure 2: Receiver and transmitter locations. The height dimension is not shown.
array. The uplink Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) pilots used
for the channel estimation have a bandwidth of 20 MHz and are made of 1024
subcarriers, of which 100 are used as guard bands. The carrier frequency is set
at 1.27 GHz. The CSI was collected using a channel sounder [25], which uses a
low-cost flexible architecture capable of measuring CSI in numerous massive MIMO
configurations and frequency bands. In particular, the measurements contained in
the dataset correspond to the estimation of the frequency response.
The labeled data contain the ground truth coordinates, acquired with a differential
Global Positioning System (GPS) device. The location is presented in a XYZ
coordinate system, for which the receiver is placed at the origin of the XY-plane.
The Z coordinate represents the height. However, and since the measurements were
taken in an almost flat surface (compared to the other two dimensions), the height
dimension has been ignored in the tasks performed in this thesis.
3.1.2 Dataset description
The data contains a total of 4979 labeled and 36912 unlabeled CSI measurements.
Each of those has the following dimensionality:
• S = 5 samples of CSI measurements at each location, taken consecutively.
• F = 924 subcarriers, after removing those used as guard bands.
• Despite the antenna array containing 64 antennas (8×8), there are 8 antennas
which were continuously malfunctioning, so there is only information about
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the remaining A = 56 antennas. It is important to notice that the position of
the malfunctioning antennas in the array is not provided.
Additionally, the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) measurement in [dB] at each
antenna is also provided, for each of the samples.
For the purpose of generalization, and since the methods described in the following
sections do not depend on the dimensionality of this particular dataset, the variables
described on Table 1 will be used.
Table 1: Variables defining the dataset dimensionality
Variable Description
N Number of transmitter locations.
A Number of antennas in the array.
F Number of frequency samples.
S Number of CSI measurements per location.
When in lowercase, these variables refer to a particular
element, as index, i.e., location n for n = 1, . . . , N , an-
tenna a for a = 1, . . . , A, subcarrier f for f = 1, . . . F ,
and sample s for s = 1, . . . , S.
To sum up, the CSI data consists of:
• A complex tensor of size [N, A, F, S] containing the estimated channel responses.
• A real tensor of size [N, A, S] with the SNR measured at each antenna.
3.1.3 CSI notation
The notation related to CSI is detailed in Table 2, following the dimensionality
notation from Table 1.
3.1.4 Computed power and provided SNR comparison
As explained before, the CSI contains both the channel response matrices and SNR
measurements. As SNR is directly proportional to the power, it is important to see
if this relationship holds true for the provided SNR and the power calculated from
the channel matrices, and understand if they hold exactly the same information or
whether there are differences between the two measurements and how they can be
used for constructing suitable features which capture the radio characteristics of the
channel.
The total received power for sample s at a given location n can easily be calculated






Table 2: Notation related to CSI
hn,a,f,s ∈ C Complex channel response from a particular transmitter
location n, corresponding with antenna a, subcarrier f and
sample s.
hn,a,:,s ∈ CF CSI from a particular transmitter location n, antenna a and
sample s, for all subcarriers.
The channel vector h has the dimensions of the position of the index expressed
as ‘:’, representing all elements corresponding to that position. For instance,
hn,a,f,: ∈ CS is a vector representing the channel parameters of all samples,
corresponding to location n, antenna a and subcarrier f .
Hn,:,:s ∈ CA×F Channel responses related to location n and sample s, for
all subcarriers and antennas.
Rn,s ∈ CA×A Covariance matrix related to location n and sample s. The
definition is found in section 3.1.7.
Analogously, when 2 indices are omitted, the CSI matrix is denoted as H,
and has the dimensions of the indices expressed as ‘:’.
SNR values use a similar notation, with the exception that the indices are
n, a, s, since the values for each subcarrier are not provided, as detailed
in section 3.1.2. For instance, SNRn,a,s denotes the provided SNR value
corresponding to location n, antenna a and sample s.
Since there is more than one sample for every location, it is logical to compare the
averages of the power calculated from the CSI and the SNR values. The calculated
power for all of the S samples is averaged, P̄ n = 1S
∑︁S
s=1 Pn,s. The SNR corresponding




a=1 SNRn,a,s. Figure 3 illustrates
this comparison by observing these averages for all locations. In doing this, it is
clearly observable that both variables are strongly correlated, as the correlation
coefficient r = 0.9794. Therefore, it can be concluded that the inclusion of SNR
values in the dataset does not provide any extra information than the one that can
be extracted from the CSI measurements alone. Consequently, the features used in
CC and localization will be constructed solely based on the CSI values.
3.1.5 Samples and antennas with no received power
A significant fact about the CSI is that there is a significant number of antennas and
samples for which the estimated CSI is recorded as a value of zero due the sensitivity
of the receiver.
For the labeled data in particular, around 25% of the transmitter locations present
at least a CSI sample in which the channel estimation has been reported as 0 for
all antennas. This aspect is more present in those locations which are further away
from the receiver. However, it is worth noticing that despite the fact that there exist
10
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Figure 3: Shows the strong correlation between the averages of computed power and
measured SNR. r is the correlation coefficient between the two variables.
samples with no effective CSI, all labeled CSI measurements contain at least one
sample in which there are non-zero channel parameters (at least for one antenna).
Additionally, it is important to remark that the no-power situation does not occur in
the subcarrier domain. That is to say, for those samples with received power, the
data contains channel parameters for all subcarriers.
This circumstance can be notable on the account of making comparisons between
the channels at two different locations, especially if said locations are in a non-Line of
Sight (NLoS) situation and contain a small number of non-zero values. For instance,
it is hard to make conclusions about the differences between channels at one location
with one antenna effectively working and another location with another antenna
being the one with non-zero values. Because of this fact, there will be differences in
the quality of the information which will be used to construct the features, between
the Line of Sight (LoS) and NLoS locations. It can be said that, in general, the
locations in LoS will have features which will capture better the underlying radio
channel characteristics than those in NLoS.
Clearly, having actual values for those samples and antennas in which the estima-
tion was not possible would allow for more accurate analyses and provide a more
insightful overview of the characteristics of the channels at different locations, which
would in turn provide better features to solve the CC and localization problems.
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3.1.6 Variation of the power over the area
Another important aspect of the analysis of the data is the variation of computed
power over the measurements area. As concluded in section 3.1.4, there is no need to
analyze both the calculated power from the CSI and the provided SNR values as the
computed power and the provided SNR are highly correlated, so only the computed
power is analyzed.
Figure 4 shows the average computed power for all locations. For a location n,
its corresponding average power is P̄ n, as detailed in section 3.1.4. It is observable
that, as expected, the locations corresponding to higher power values are majorly
situated at the proximity of the receiver, and could be considered to have LoS with
it. The locations with the lowest power values are the ones further away from the
receiver, i.e. NLoS locations.



























































Figure 4: The average computed power as a function of the transmitter location.
The blue triangle marks the receiver location. The average received power is higher
for those transmitters closer to the receiver (LoS), and lower for those which are far
away (NLoS).
3.1.7 Covariance matrices
Covariance matrices are a powerful tool to further understand the meaning of CSI,
since they contain useful information that can be exploited for several purposes,
including the analysis of wireless channels, feature extraction and localization based
on CC. In addition, covariance matrices provide a way of compressing the CSI.
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The MIMO recieved signal is described as:
yn,:,f,s = hn,:,f,sx + w, (2)
where yn,:,f,s ∈ CA and x ∈ C represent the received and transmitted signals,
respectively, and w ∼ CN(0, σ2IA) denotes the Additive White Gaussian noise
(AWGN), with element-wise variance σ2.
hn,:,f,s ∈ CA characterizes the MIMO channel between the transmitter and receiver.
If the transmitted and received symbols are known, the channel can be estimated,
thus obtaining an estimation ĥn,:,f,s ≈ hn,:,f,s. This estimation is outside the scope
of this thesis.
The covariance matrix associated to the channel response at a given location n






where E[·] denotes expectation, which in this case is with respect to frequency samples,
and (·)H is the Hermitian operation of a matrix or vector.
It is worthwhile to discuss some of the properties of covariance matrices. They
are hermitian, i.e., RHn,s = Rn,s, and positive semi-definite, i.e., zRn,sz ≥ 0 ∀ z ∈
CA ≠ 0. They have real non-negative eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λA, which define a diagonal
matrix Λ = diag(λ1, . . . , λA). The eigenvectors {vi}Ai=1 form an orthonormal basis.
The eigendecomposition of a covariance matrix can be expressed as Rn,s = VΛV−1 =
VΛVH , where V = [v1, . . . , vA], and the matrix V is unitary, i.e., V−1 = VH .
3.1.8 Variations of the magnitude and phase for different samples and
antennas
Because of the fact that for each location there is CSI corresponding to different
antennas and time samples, an essential step in the analysis of the data is to
understand how CSI varies, both in the sample and in the antenna domains. In
particular, the interest lies in examining the CSI values (both in magnitude and
phase) in order to reveal patterns and behaviors that can affect feature extraction
and consequently CC. This analysis focuses on two aspects, which can be done for
each transmitter:
• Analyzing the differences in magnitude and phase of the channel corresponding
to each of the samples, i.e., {hn,a,:,s}Ss=1 , for a given antenna a.
• Analyzing the differences in magnitude and phase of the channel corresponding
to each of the antennas, i.e., {hn,a,:,s}Aa=1 , for a given sample s.
It is logical to assume that the CSI corresponding to each of the S samples and a
particular antenna will be similar, if the assumption that the channel is time-invariant
is satisfied. However, this condition can only be true for those samples for which the
receiver has been able to measure and record the CSI values. Due to the condition
described in 3.1.5, those samples for which the measured channel is 0 cannot be
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compared to those for which this condition does not occur. Similarly, the channel
observed by each of the A antennas will also be similar. It is important to point out
that it is expected that there exists a phase difference between these observations,
corresponding to different angles of arrival of the signal at the receiver. However, and
since the array locations of the antennas are unknown, it is not trivial to determine
the positions of the 8 antennas which are malfunctioning.
Figure 5 depicts the magnitude of the channel response at given locations, for
the two described perspectives.
















































Figure 5: (a) The magnitude of the channel response corresponding to one antenna,
for all samples, at a given location. In this case, the difference between samples is
negligible. (b) The magnitude of the channel response corresponding to one sample,
for a total of 4 antennas, at a given location. In this example, one antenna reported
no power. Furthermore, it can be seen that the magnitudes are similar, and mainly
affected by a phase shift.
An observation that is important when analyzing the CSI, especially when it can
be assumed that there is a non-neglectable amount of noise in the data —the effect of
having no-power situations is an example— is to look at the phase information. There
might exist phase offset errors that would make feature extraction more difficult,
and thus phase correction algorithms used to correct such errors might be needed, as
discussed in [26].
One way of visualizing the behavior of the phase differences is to analyze if such
difference depends on the frequency. For a particular antenna, the difference in phase
between the different samples should be constant.
For this, the phase differences are computed, d∠n,a,:,(si,sj ) = ∠(hn,a,:,si)−∠(hn,a,:,sj ) ∈






phase differences for each location.
Figure 6 illustrates the above mentioned concept, for a particular location and
antenna. It can be observed that the phase difference between antennas does not
have a dependency on the frequency. This fact extends to all locations, in general.
Therefore, the quality of the features will not be affected by phase offsets, and there
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Figure 6: Shows (a); the phase of the channel response corresponding to one antenna,
for all samples, at a given location. (b); the 10 pairwise phase differences from (a).
In this example, the phase difference between samples can be considered constant,
i.e., it does not depend on the frequency. The presence of noise is clearly visible, but
in this case it affects a small part of the spectrum.
is no need for applying phase correction as a step prior to feature extraction.
3.1.9 Frequency selectivity of the channel
The study of the frequency selectivity of the radio channel can help understand
the fading conditions in the band of operation. Observing flat-fading channels, in
which the frequency components (each subcarrier) experience a similar amount of
fading, would make sure that the signal can be properly received, thus allowing for
better channel estimations and, therefore, radio features that represent the physical
geometry in a more accurate manner. In order to measure the radio frequency
selectivity at a given location, the dissimilarity between the estimated channels at
consecutive subcarriers is defined as:




, f = 0 . . . F − 1, (4)
where h̃n,:,f,s = hn,:,f,s,∥hn,:,f,s∥ ∈ C





The value of dn,s,f,f+1, for a particular sample s, will be low, i.e., dn,s,f,f+1 ≪ 1,
if the channels corresponding to consecutive subcarriers f and f + 1 are similar, i.e.
the channel response can be considered to be flat around those frequencies.
In order to visualize the frequency selectivity, it can be done by observing the
histogram of all F − 1 values, for each of the samples, at each particular location.
Figure 7 illustrates an example related to a particular transmitter location. The
dn,s,f,f+1 values can be computed for all locations in order to obtain a more general
picture of the radio characteristics of the area.
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Figure 7: An example of frequency selectivity visualization for a particular location.
In this case, the channel can be considered to be non-frequency selective, due to the
relatively low values of d for all 5 samples.
3.2 Quality scores for features and charts
There is a need to introduce certain measures to determine the convenience of the
used channel features, as well as to assess the quality of the constructed channel
charts. In particular, the focus is on how well the geometry of the channel chart
can represent the spatial geometry of the true locations. High quality charts will be
those who preserve the neighborhood relations as much as possible, so that points
which are nearby on the chart represent nearby transmitter locations.
There exist metrics which can be used to calculate the quality of the channel
features and the learned charts [27–30]. In this thesis three of them are used. The
first two, namely trustworthiness (TW) and continuity (CT) [27], measure how well
neighborhood is preserved. A third metric, Kruskal’s Stress [28], measures how
much the chart distances are distorted when compared to the distances between the
transmitter locations. In the scheme of CC it is a measure of how well distances in
the chart can represent the spatial geometry.
In order to describe these metrics, two sets of N points are defined. Namely,
the original space U and the representation space V. In the framework of CC, let
U be the set corresponding to the spatial geometry, and V a representation of the
said original space, i.e., the true locations, in a way such that an element vn ∈ V
represents the element un ∈ U , n = 1 . . . N . V can either contain the points on the
channel chart (for measuring its quality), or the feature geometry (for measuring the
quality of the features used to construct the chart). Table 3 contains the notation
and terms for defining the quality scores that are used in this thesis.
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Table 3: Notation related to quality scores
dU A distance defined between pairs of elements in U . In the
framework of CC, dU is the pairwise true distance between two
locations.
dV A distance defined between pairs of elements in V. In the
framework of CC, dV is the distance between points in the
channel chart, or a distance/dissimilarity between CSI features,
which are defined in section 3.3.
K-neighborhood Set of the K closest neighbors of a point un ∈ U , according to
a distance dU , and analogously for a point vn ∈ V .
VK(un) Set containing those elements in the K-neighborhood of un
whose representations are not in the K-neighborhood of vn.
UK(vn) Set containing those elements in the K-neighborhood of vn
which are not in the K-neighborhood of the corresponding point
un in the original space.
r(un, um) Rank of point um in the K-neighborhood of un when the neigh-
bors are ordered according to the distance dU . For instance,
r(un, um) = l means that point um is the l-th nearest neighbor
of un.
r̂(vn, vm) Rank of point vm in the K-neighborhood of vn when the neigh-
bors are ordered according to the distance dV .
3.2.1 Continuity (CT)
Continuity is a measure of how much the neighbors of points in the original space are
preserved in the representation space, i.e., it measures how much neighbors of a point
in the original space are also neighbors in the representation space. The point-wise
continuity for K neighbors between a data point un and its representation vn is [27]:
CTn(K) = 1 −
2
K(2N − 3K − 1)
∑︂
m∈VK(un)
(r̂(vn, vm) − K). (5)
The continuity between the sets U and V is simply the average of the point-wise
continuities, CT(K) = 1
N
∑︁N
n=1 CTn(K). The point-wise continuity and, by definition,
the average continuity can take values between 0 and 1. An average continuity value
of 1 indicates that all neighborhood relationships which are present in the original
set continue to exist in the representation set.
3.2.2 Trustworthiness (TW)
Trustworthiness is a measure of how much the local geometry of the representation
space can be trusted to represent the geometry of the original space, i.e., how many
of the neighbors in the representation space are also neighbors in the original space.
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The point-wise trustworthiness for K neighbors between points un and vn is [27]:
TWn(K) = 1 −
2
K(2N − 3K − 1)
∑︂
m∈UK(vn)
(r(un, um) − K). (6)
The trustworthiness between the original and the representation sets is the average
of the point-wise trustworthiness values, TW(K) = 1
N
∑︁N
n=1 TWn(K). The point-
wise trustworthiness and, by definition, the average trustworthiness can take values
between 0 and 1. A high value indicates that the neighbor relationships of points in
the representation space V can be trusted to exist in the original space.
3.2.3 Kruskal’s Stress (KS)
Kruskal’s Stress is a measure of goodness of fit, i.e. it measures how well the
representation space can represent the original space. The stress between the two
sets is defined as [28]:
KS(U , V) =
⌜⃓⃓⃓
⎷∑︁n<m (︂dU(un, um) − dV(vn, vm))︂2∑︁
n<m dU(un, um)2
. (7)
This metric has values between 0 and 1, where a stress of 0 indicates a perfect
monotone relationship between the distances (or dissimilarities) of the original and
representation sets U and V . This metric is invariant under rigid transformations such
as rotation, translation and reflections. The normalization term in the denominator
ensures that the metric is also invariant under a uniform scaling of the sets.
3.3 Dissimilarity measures and feature construction
In order to proceed with CC and localization, there need to be found features taken
from the CSI which represent the underlying unknown geometry, i.e., the true location
in the most accurate way possible. That is, construct a representation space from
the CSI features in which neighborhood is preserved and where the distances are
distorted the least, compared to the original space. As previously mentioned, the
original space, in this context, is made up of the true locations.
Related to the score values, it is equivalent to say that features that accomplish
those two requirements (neighborhood preserving and low distance distortion) will
have better quality scores than those features whose geometry fails to preserve the
spatial geometry of the transmitter locations.
3.3.1 Covariance matrix distances
A natural way of considering the creation of features is to start from the covariance
matrices defined at each location, Rn, n = 1, . . . , N .
There exist numerous metric functions which define distances (dissimilarities)
between matrices. By utilizing these distance functions it is possible to create features
that might be related to the distances between true locations. Distance functions
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which lead to features whose geometry is an accurate representation of the spatial
geometry of the true locations (according to the quality scores) will be preferable. A
distance d between two matrices is simply
d : CA×A x CA×A −→ R. (8)
The Frobenius norm of a matrix A ∈ CM×N , which is used used in some of the










where [A]ij denotes the element of A at the ith row and jth column. The Frobenius
norm has all the properties of a matrix norm.
In this thesis, several of already defined distances are utilized and their perfor-
mances are evaluated. The following list contains a description of each.
• Frobenius distance
The Frobenius distance dF between two matrices Rn and Rm can be defined
in terms of the Frobenius norm,
dF (Rn, Rm) = ∥Rn − Rm∥F . (10)
• Correlation Matrix Distance (CMD)
CMD between two covariance matrices is defined as [31]:




where Tr(·) denotes the trace operation.
• Chordal Distance
Let R = VΛVH ∈ CN×N be the eigendecomposition of the covariance matrix
R. V = [v1, . . . , vN ] is the matrix containing the eigenvectors corresponding
to the eigenvalues ordered in descending order. Let Vk = [v1, . . . , vk] and
U = VkVHk . The chordal distance between two covariance matrices is defined
as [32]:
dchord(Rn, Rm) = ∥Un − Um∥F . (12)
• X Distance
The X distance is derived from [33] and is defined by first introducing a vector,













where the vec(·) operation takes the elements in a matrix and stacks them in a
column vector, RUTD is the upper triangular side of R, with its diagonal, and
RUT is its upper triangular part. ℜ and ℑ are the real and imaginary parts,
respectively.
The X distance between two covariance matrices is given by:
dX(Rn, Rm) = ∥xRn − xRm∥2 . (14)
• C{·} Distance
This distance is proposed in [3] and given by:




where A is the number of antennas in the array and β = 1 − 12α , with α
representing the path loss exponent, so that the CSI is inversely proportional
to the true distance between the transmitter and receiver: hn,a,f,s ∝ d−αtrue, for
α ∈ R∗+. In this thesis, for the particular dataset in question, the value utilized
is α = 8, as it gives the best results in terms of feature quality.
3.3.2 Signal subspace based dissimilarities
A different approach in the quest for finding features is the use of dissimilarities
based on signal subspaces [19–21].
At every location, the signal subspace is defined as the subspace of smallest
dimension onto which a certain percentage of the received energy projects. Firstly,
the assumption that the signals and noise are uncorrelated needs to be made.
The covariance matrix can be expressed as a combination of a signal and additive
noise, which will be considered as existing in two orthogonal subspaces, namely the





= AΣAH + σ2I, (16)
where A contains direction of arrival information, and Σ represents the power of
the multi-path components of the received signal. The normalized version of the





and after the trace normalization, Tr(R̄n) = 1.
The signal subspace is defined as the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors of
R̄n corresponding to the Q largest eigenvalues.
The dimension of the signal subspace Q is defined in a way such that the said
subspace captures a certain fraction ρ ∈ [0, 1] of the total energy, i.e. ∑︁Ak=1 λk = 1. In
particular, and for the features used in this thesis, the signal subspaces are constructed
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with a dimension which is able to capture at least 90% of the energy, i.e., ρ = 0.9.
Thus,




λk ≥ ρ | Q = 1, . . . , A
⎞⎠ . (18)
The projection matrix Pn ∈ CA×A is defined as the projection matrix that projects
the received signal onto the signal subspace,
Pn = VQ(VHQ VQ)−1VHQ = VQVHQ . (19)
where VQ ∈ CA×Q = [v1, . . . , vQ], and the property that the eigenvectors form an
orthonormal basis is used, VHQ VQ = IA.




λk = µ ≥ ρ, (20)
which indicates that the trace of the resulting projection is a measure of what fraction
of the total energy, µ, is in the signal subspace.
Having come to that result, it is natural to define a similarity value based on the
projection matrices. For two locations m and n, let
fmn = Tr(PnR̄m) ∈ [0, 1], (21)
which measures the fraction of energy at location m is present in the signal subspace
corresponding to location n. Note that fmn ̸= fnm.
Under the assumption that the channels corresponding to nearby locations have
a greater similarity than those which correspond to distant locations, it is safe to
assume that the same behavior will be observed with the signal subspaces. Therefore,
it is expected that the signal subspaces are able to capture a greater fraction of the
energy of close locations than of far away ones.
As the interest is in finding dissimilarities that can represent the distances between
the true locations, a simple symmetric dissimilarity between locations m and n can
be defined as
f̃mn = f̃mn = 1 −
fmn + fnm
2 . (22)
If the previous assumption is correct, it can therefore be expected that fmn ≈ fnm,
so it is sensible to take the average of both as situations where a similar value of f̃mn
happens for two significantly different pairs of values {fmn, fnm} are highly unlikely.
For instance, f̃mn = 0.5 for pairs {1, 0} and {0.5, 0.5}, but the latter situation is
more likely than the former.
3.3.3 Relationship between dissimilarities
It is worthwhile to comment about the possible relationship between the previously
introduced dissimilarities, in order to better understand their mathematical meaning
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and ensure they have the desired properties and are reasonable from a mathematical
point of view.
The Frobenius norm is directly related to the eigendecomposition of covariance
matrices. As previously stated, ∥R∥2F = Tr(RRH).
Let R = VΛVH be the eigendecomposition of R. Following the result from
equation (9), the relationship is clear:




An aspect worth commenting is the relationship between the Frobenius norm and
the vector norm. Let r = vec(R) be a vector containing all entries of a covariance
matrix R ∈ CA×A. The Frobenius norm of R is the Euclidean norm of r, ∥R∥F = ∥r∥.
















)︂T ]︃T ⃦⃦⃦⃦⃦ . (24)
It is crucial to discuss the importance of utilizing a normalization of the covariance
matrices before feature extraction, in order to scale the CSI measurements. The
relative scales of CSI vary greatly, mainly due to path loss. It is sensible to remove
such a variability in comparing radio channels between distinct locations, since the
total received power can have significantly different values. In other words, raw
(unnormalized) CSI is a poor representation of the spatial geometry [3].
In order to illustrate why normalization is an important step for obtaining
features that better represent the underlying spatial geometry of the transmitters,
let A1 and A2 be two transmitters located near the receiver, while B1 and B2 are
located further away. Let the true relative distances inside each set be the same, i.e.
d(A1, A2) = d(B1, B2). Due to path loss, the received power corresponding to set B
is smaller compared to that of A, and its CSI measurements have smaller values. In
this situation, a dissimilarity which does not contemplate any sort of scaling would
determine that d(A1, A2) > d(B1, B2), due to the fact that the variation of CSI is
smaller in B than it is in A, as a consequence of path loss.
Hence, there is a need to compensate for this phenomenon and scale the features in
a way such that dissimilarities between the channels at two locations are independent
from the received power, thus allowing for a feature geometry which is a better
representation of the true transmitter locations.
Two natural ways of normalizing covariance matrices are used in the dissimi-
larity measures previously described. The CMD and C{·} utilize the Frobenius-
normalization, while the signal subspace dissimilarity utilizes the trace normalization.









and following the trace normalization introduced in (17),





= RTr(Λ2) . (26)
The CMD can therefore be defined by
dCMD(Rn, Rm) = 1 − Tr(R̃nR̃m). (27)
































d2F (R̃n, R̃m) = 2 − 2Tr(R̃nR̃m), (29)
and combining this result with (27),
d2F (R̃n, R̃m) = 2dCMD(Rn, Rm). (30)
In the C{·} distance, there is also a normalization in use. This normalization is
again related to the Frobenius norm of the covariance matrix. It is worth noting that
the C{·} normalization equals the Frobenius norm normalization for α → ∞, with










R = R̃. (31)
Thus, dC{·}(Rn, Rm) → CMD(Rn, Rm) when α → ∞. In this case, the relative
scaling of the matrices due to path loss vanishes, as happens in the CMD.
The value of α is an indication of how much this path loss related scaling is
destroyed, thus allowing for a more flexible normalization whose extreme cases range
from no normalization at all, when α → 0, since limα→0 R̂ = R, to a normalization
of the Frobenius norm, R̂ = R̃ for α → ∞.
In regards to the X distance, there is a clear relationship with the Frobenius
distance. As the X distance discards one triangular part of the covariance matrix, it
can be redefined as



















where R̄OD is the off-diagonal part of R̄, and R̄D its diagonal part.















which can be used also as a different normalization.
It can be easily seen that the chordal distance is closely related to the signal
subspace based dissimilarity. In the chordal distance, k eigenvectors are used to
construct U, whereas the projection matrix which projects the signal onto the signal
subspace is constructed with Q eigenvectors depending on the portion of energy
captured in the said subspace. It can be observed that U is also a projection matrix
whose associated subspace is of dimension k. Hence, the chordal distance measures
dissimilarities between projection matrices, with the particularity that they all project
onto subspaces of the same dimension, contrary to what happens in the dissimilarity
based on signal subspaces. It is worth following the result from equation (28) in order
to further understand how the chordal distance is a dissimilarity between projection
matrices.
d2chordal(Rn, Rm) = d2F (Un, Um) = Tr
(︂
U2n + U2m − 2UnUm
)︂
. (34)
Note that the projection matrix U is idempotent, i.e. U2 = U, and its trace is k.
Hence,






= 2k dCMD (Un, Um) .
(35)




In theory, it could be possible to define a chordal distance in which the matrices
U were the projection matrices P used in the signal subspace based similarity, where
the dimension of the related subspace depends on the distribution of energy among
the eigenvalues of the covariance matrices.
More generically, most matrix dissimilarities can be considered to be a form of
measuring how the power is distributed between the eigenvalues. By transforming
the features, e.g., operations such as normalization, the eigendecomposition of a
transformed covariance matrix R′ takes the form
R′ = VΛ′VH , (36)
where a dissimilarity ddiss can simply be expressed in terms of a power γ > 0 of the
Frobenius distance, ddiss (Rn, Rm) = dγF (R′n, R′m)
For example, the CMD could be expressed by defining a linear transformation





I, and then use the square Frobenius distance (γ = 2).
3.3.4 Relationship between dissimilarity and physical distance
After having defined several dissimilarities between covariance matrices, it is sensible
to evaluate how well they represent the true distances between transmitters. A
natural way of visualizing such a relationship is by looking at the correlation between
the two. Moreover, it is also worthy to compare the possible differences in correlation
for LoS and NLoS locations. It is expected that, in general, a dissimilarity between
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two points which are the same distance apart is higher at NLoS locations than at
LoS locations, due to the effect of poor channel estimations due to low received
power, discussed in 3.1.5. Additionally, it is expected that the signals received from
two NLoS transmitters travel in paths that are more dissimilar, i.e. their multipath
components have more variability, than the signals related to LoS locations. This
fact prevents similarities to be discovered between CSI from closeby NLoS locations,
in comparison to that of LoS locations.
This phenomenon might introduce unwanted behavior when comparing dissim-
ilarities, since the MIMO channel estimations in some of the NLoS locations do
not contain enough information about the true channel coefficients, and hence a
dissimilarity between two poorly estimated channels is highly unreliable, compared
to using better estimations like those at LoS locations. If the assumption that the
variation of the statistical properties of the MIMO channel is slow across space
is made—due to the locations of scatterers in the channel; it is expected that a
dissimilarity will have a strong correlation with the true distance, for the cases
where the distance is shorter than the distance in which the channels are highly
uncorrelated. In other words, if we assume three locations p, q, r with a relative large
distance separating them, the correlation between dissimilarity and distance is lost,
i.e. dtrue(p, q) ≫ dtrue(p, r) ⇏ ddiss(p, q) ≫ ddiss(p, r) if dtrue(p, q) is such that the
channels at p and q are uncorrelated and, thus, have a high dissimilarity, comparable
to that between the channels at p and r.
As a consequence, a dissimilarity can represent the true distances only when
they are relatively low. Beyond that, there is small to no correlation found, and the
dissimilarity is a poor representation of true distances.
Note that this fact does not hinder the usefulness of utilizing dissimilarities for
constructing features, and it is a behavior which truly describes the radio geometry.
Furthermore, neighborhood preservation is not affected. If a dissimilarity is able
to represent the short—neighboring—distances accurately at all locations, then the
feature geometry will conserve the neighborhood relationships of the spatial geometry,
if a suitable DR technique is used, i.e., that preserves short distances.
In Figure 8 the property that dissimilarity is related to distance can be observed.
For the smaller distances, it can be seen that there is a linear correlation between
both distances. It is also patent that, depending on the location, this correlation will
be more or less clear. Additionally, it can be observed that undesired properties will
occur, as there might be locations whose channels appear similar to others measured
at distant locations.
Figure 9 illustrates the relationship between true distance and CMD from the
point of view of the neighborhoods of two transmitters, with one being in LoS with
the receiver, and the other in NLoS. For these relatively lower distances, that is, the
regime where the dissimilarity depends on the true distance, it is visible that for LoS
locations this dependence is significantly stronger than for NLoS locations, where
this dependency is weaker and, in some cases, non-existing.
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Figure 8: The relationship between the true distance and the CMD for 4 particular
locations, compared to all other locations: (a); A LoS location. For low distances the
dissimilarity depends on the distance, as expected. (b); A LoS location. In this case,
there are distant UEs whose CSI appears similar to that of the depicted location.
This phenomenon makes feature extraction and localization less accurate. (c); A
NLoS location. There is little correlation between the true distance and the CMD,
so features related to dissimilarities corresponding to this location will be of low
quality. (d); A NLoS location. There is a higher correlation between true distance
and CMD in this case, although not as strong as for the LoS locations. The difference
between LoS and NLoS locations in terms of how accurately the dissimilarity can
represent the true distance is clear. Hence, features based on dissimilarities will, in
general, better represent the local geometry of transmitters in LoS areas, than that
of transmitters in NLoS areas.
3.3.5 Inter-sample dissimilarities for LoS and NLoS locations
The effect of the existence of these two considerably distinct sets of locations, namely
LoS and NLoS, with respect to the behavior of dissimilarities can be seen from an inter-
sample perspective. That is, compare the samples at each location and calculate the
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Figure 9: The relationships between true distance and CMD for the neighboring
points of two locations, in a way such that the rest of locations depicted are in the
same general direction to it, close to a straight line. (a) LoS location. (b) NLoS
location. The dependency of the CMD on the true distance is stronger for the LoS





—at most— pairwise dissimilarities between their associated covariance matrices.





defined inter-sample dissimilarities, since
the dissimilarity between those samples with no information and any other sample is
undefined. In other words, there exist dissimilarities ddiss(Rn, Rm) = ddiss(Rm, Rn)
that are undefined when one covariance matrix is 0.
Focusing now on those inter-sample dissimilarities which are defined, the effect
of LoS and NLoS locations on the value and variance of these dissimilarities will
be considerably different. Samples in NLoS locations can be considered to be more
dissimilar than those in LoS locations. Therefore, features related to transmitter
locations that have high inter-sample dissimilarities will be poorer representations of
the said locations, when compared to locations in which the inter-sample dissimilarities
are lower and less variant, as happens in LoS locations.
Having discussed the non-definiteness of dissimilarities when trivial covariance
matrices are present, covariance matrices corresponding to samples with poor antenna
reception will have several rows and columns equal to 0. Those samples will have,
in general, high dissimilarities to the rest of the samples at the same location, as
happened to dissimilarities between channels corresponding to locations which are in
NLoS with the receiver, as discussed in 3.3.4.
Another consequence of this behavior is to do with utilizing an average of the
samples for extracting features. In LoS locations, and since the observed channels
for each of the samples will be highly self-similar, an average —either of the two
discussed in 3.3.6— will be more representative of the true channel corresponding
to those locations, i.e., the average between similar elements is also similar to the
individual elements alone. For NLoS locations the opposite will occur; therefore the
averaging in those locations will lead to poorer representations of the actual channel,
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Figure 10: Inter-sample CMD values (when defined) corresponding to two different
sets of locations: (a) LoS locations. (b) NLoS locations. The difference between
the two sets is clear. As expected, the values corresponding to LoS locations are
relatively low. Note the high number of very high inter-sample dissimilarities for the
NLoS set, due, in part, to the significant number of samples for which the covariance
matrices are close to trivial.
since the mean has to be taken between samples corresponding to highly distinct
channels.
Figure 10 illustrates these inter-sample dissimilarities for two sets of transmitters,
namely sets located in LoS and NLoS locations. It is clear that covariance matrices
of different samples at a particular location have higher similarities in LoS locations
than in NLoS locations.
3.3.6 Averaging of samples
Due to the fact that there are 5 sets of measurements at every location, a logical way
to combine these is by using the average of said measurements, so that the channel
at one location can be represented by only one covariance matrix. The following two
alternatives are considered:
1. The average of the channel values, so for each location the complex values
are averaged, h̄n,f = 1S
∑︁S
s=1 hn,:,f,s ∈ CA. After this averaging the covariance











The differences between these two averaging approaches can be seen from the
perspective of distances between the resulting covariance matrices (see section 3.3).
Figure 11 illustrates these differences for the CMD. Table 4 contains the correla-
tion coefficients of the dissimilarities obtained from covariance matrices using both
averaging modes.
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From this point of view, it can be concluded that there is a relatively small
difference in using one or the other averaging approaches, as they give similar
dissimilarities and, as a consequence, similar features. Thus, in this thesis only
one averaging approach has been chosen, and the covariance matrix representing
the channel from a transmitter location is the average of the covariance matrices
corresponding to each of the samples.
In the following sections, Rn refers, in general, to the covariance matrix obtained
from the CSI corresponding to location n, utilizing any of the averaging methods
presented in this section—or any other.
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3.4 Dimensionality reduction techniques
Once the channel parameters have been transformed to features with the methods
discussed previously, each transmitter location is represented by a set of said features,
which are in general of a high dimension. The objective of CC is to represent those
features in a low-dimensional map which is able to capture the local geometry of
the true transmitter locations. CC can be defined as a function C—not necessarily
linear—that maps the channel features into the radio map,
C : Cp → Rp′ , where p′ < p. (37)
For the task of obtaining a channel chart, several manifold learning and DR
techniques have been used. The interest is in applying those algorithms that have
the needed properties, such as neighborhood preservation. It is important to remark
that the construction of a channel chart is performed in an unsupervised manner.
That is, the DR algorithm finds representation of the spatial geometry of the true
UE locations, but without any knowledge on where those locations are. All things
considered, if the obtained channel features are able to represent the local geometry,
the task of the dimensionality reduction is to find the intrinsic dimensionality of
those features, which can be thought to be that of the spatial geometry.
3.4.1 Overview of dimensionality reduction algorithms
Several DR techniques have been used for the purpose of obtaining charts. This
section contains a brief description of those techniques [34,35].
For the description of the algorithms, the notation on Table 5 is used.
Table 5: Notation used in DR algorithm descriptions
G = (V , E) A graph G defined by set of vertices V and a set of edges E
connecting them.
W The weight matrix of a graph, in which [W]ij is the weight
of the edge connecting vertices i and j.




L The unnormalized Laplacian matrix of a graph, given by
L = D − W.
L The normalized Laplacian matrix, given by L = D− 12 LD− 12 .
1 A vector of ones of suitable size.




The goal of Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) [36, 37] is to find a low-dimensional
spatial configuration of a set of data points with the only information of their general
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Algorithm 1: Classical MDS
Data: N data points x1, . . . , xN ∈ Rp.
Result: N data points y1, . . . , yN ∈ Rp
′ .
1 Construct the matrix of squared proximities, P, with [P]ij = d2diss(xi, xj).




3 Find the eigendecompostion of B and order the eigenvalues in decreasing order,
λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λN . Label the corresponding eigenvectors accordingly, v1, . . . , vN .
4 Construct Vp′ = [v1, . . . , vp′ ] and Λp′ = diag (λ1, . . . , λp′).
5 The mapping onto the p′-dimensional embedding is Y = [y1, . . . , yN ]T =
Vp′Λ1/2p′ .
similarity—or dissimilarity, in a way such that the distances between data points are
preserved as much as possible.
There exist multiple variants of the MDS algorithm. The variant mentioned and
used in this thesis is Classical MDS, which is a linear DR technique. The steps of
Classical MDS are detailed in Algorithm 1.
3.4.3 Laplacian Eigenmaps
Laplacian Eigenmaps (LE) [38] is a graph spectral technique which relies on the
assumption that there is a knowledge of the structure of the underlying manifold in
which the data is thought to reside.
LE has a neighborhood preserving characteristic which makes it relatively insen-
sitive to the presence of outliers and noise. A consequence of this is the fact that the
algorithm gives emphasis to natural clusters in the data. The steps of LE are shown
in Algorithm 2.
3.4.4 Isomap
Isomap [39] was originally defined in order to solve the limitations of linear techniques,
such as Classical MDS and PCA (Principal Component Analysis), in that they are
unable to learn nonlinear manifolds. Isomap seeks to preserve the geometry of
the data by approximating the geodesic distance between a pair of points in a
way such that the distances of neighboring points are trusted to already be good
approximations of the geodesic distance separating them, but for faraway points,
geodesic distance is approximated by adding additional hops between neighboring
points. These approximations utilize shortest path computations in a graph defined
with the input data. The steps of Isomap are detailed in Algorithm 3.
3.4.5 Locally Linear Embedding
Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) [40, 41] is a DR algorithm in which the need to
estimate pairwise distances —such as in Isomap— is eliminated. LLE attempts to
find an underlying non-linear structure from locally linear fits. This way, a data
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Algorithm 2: LE
Data: N data points x1, . . . , xN ∈ Rp.
Parameters : Number of nearest neighbors = K, heat kernel = T .
Result: N data points y1, . . . , yN ∈ Rp
′ .
1 Construct a weighted graph G = (V , E), where for two points (xi, xj); (i, j) ∈ E
if xi is among the K nearest neighbors of xj, or vice-versa.
2 Construct a weight matrix W, where [W]ij = e−
∥xi−xj ∥
2
T if (i, j) ∈ E , and
[W]ij = 0 if (i, j) /∈ E . An unweighted graph is also possible, i.e., [W]ij = 1 if
(i, j) ∈ E , and [W]ij = 0 if (i, j) /∈ E .
3 Compute the diagonal weight (degree) matrix D, and the Laplacian matrix
L = D − W.
4 Compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the generalized eigenvector problem
Ly = λDy.
5 Order the eigenvalues 0 = λ0 ≤ λ1 ≤ . . . ≤ λN−1, and label the eigenvectors
y0, . . . , yN−1 accordingly. Let ys(n) be the n-th component of ys.
6 The image of point xn onto the p′-dimensional embedding is given by
[y1(n), . . . , yp′(n)]T . Note that y0 is discarded.
Algorithm 3: Isomap
Data: N data points x1, . . . , xN ∈ Rp.
Parameters : Number of nearest neighbors = K.
Result: N data points y1, . . . , yN ∈ Rp
′ .
1 Define a graph G = (V , E) such that (i, j) ∈ E if i is one of the K nearest
neighbors of j according to a distance/dissimilarity ddiss.
2 Set the weight wij = ddiss(xi, xj) if (i, j) ∈ E , and 0 otherwise.
3 Compute the shortest paths between all pairs of points in G, and construct
DG, containing the pairwise geodesic distances.
4 Construct matrices SG, where [SG]ij = [DG]
2
ij, and the centering matrix
H = IN − 1N 11
T .
5 Find the eigendecomposition of −HSGH2 , order the eigenvalues in decreasing
order λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λN , and label the eigenvectors y accordingly. Let ys(n) be
the n-th component of ys.
6 The image of point xn onto the p′-dimensional embedding is given by[︂√





point and its closest neighbors are considered to lie on a part of the manifold that is
linear —or closely linear. The steps of LLE are described in Algorithm 4.
3.4.6 Local Tangent Space Alignment
Local Tangent Space Alignment (LTSA) [42] is defined as an improvement upon
the capabilities of LLE. The idea behind LTSA is to assume a local linearity of
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Algorithm 4: LLE
Data: N data points x1, . . . , xN ∈ Rp.
Parameters : Number of nearest neighbors = K.
Result: N data points y1, . . . , yN ∈ Rp
′ .
1 For each point xi, let Ji be the set containing its K-nearest neighbors.







, [W]ij = wij,
∑︁
j wij = 1, wij ≥ 0, by solving a
contained least squares problem.
3 Find the output vectors y1, . . . , yN , of dimension p′, that minimize the em-
bedding cost function given by Φ(Y) = ∑︁ni=1 ⃦⃦⃦yi − ∑︁j∈Ji wijyj ⃦⃦⃦2, subject
to YYT = Ip′ , where Y = [y1, . . . , yN ], by solving a generalized eigenvalue
problem.
the manifold, which defines a linear mapping from a data point to its local tangent
space, and a linear mapping from the corresponding low-dimensional data point to
said tangent space. In aligning these local tangent spaces, the global space of the
manifold can be constructed. This way, the process of constructing a non-linear
manifold is combined with the process of reconstruction of the said manifold. The
steps of LTSA are described in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5: LTSA
Data: N data points x1, . . . , xN ∈ Rp.
Parameters : Number of nearest neighbors = K.
Result: N data points y1, . . . , yN ∈ Rp
′ .
1 for n = 1, . . . , N do
2 Find the K nearest neighbors of xn, xnk , for k = 1, . . . , K, and let Xn =
[xn1 , . . . , xnK ].






, and select the
eigenvectors {vl}p
′
l=1 corresponding to the p′ largest eigenvalues.




, v1, . . . , vp′
]︂
∈ RK×(p′+1).
5 Compute Bn = IK − GnGTn ∈ RK×K .
6 end
7 Construct the block diagonal matrix B = diag(B1, . . . , BN) ∈ RNK×NK .
8 Sort the eigenvalues of B in ascending order, 0 = λ0 ≤ λ1 ≤ . . . ≤ λNK−1,
and label the corresponding eigenvalues y accordingly. Let ys(n) be the i-th
component of ys.
9 The image of point xn onto the p′-dimensional embedding is given by
[y1(n), . . . , yp′(n)]T . Note that y0 is discarded.
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3.4.7 t-SNE
t-SNE (short for t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding) is a variation of
SNE [43,44]. These DR techniques are based on converting the distances between
data points into similarities given by conditional probabilities related to local neigh-
borhoods.
t-SNE aims to solve some of the problems of SNE by using probabilities based
on Student t-distributions and a cost function with simpler gradients. The steps of
t-SNE are shown in Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6: t-SNE
Data: N data points x1, . . . , xN ∈ Rp.
Parameters : Perplexity = Perp, learning rate η, momentum α(t), number
of iterations T .
Result: N data points y1, . . . , yN ∈ Rp
′ .
1 Compute pairwise similarities pm|n =
exp(−∥xn−xm∥2)/2σ2n∑︁
k ̸=n exp(−∥xn−xk∥2)/2σ2n
, with a value for
σn that satisfies Perp = 2−
∑︁
m
pm|n log2 pm|n .
2 Set pnm =
pn|m+pm|n
2N .
3 Sample an initial solution for y1, . . . , yN ∈ Rp
′ from N(0, 10−4I) or use a pre-
defined initial solution from other DR techniques. Let Y(0) = {y1, . . . , yN}
be the initial solution.
4 for t = 1, . . . , T do




6 Find the cost gradient ∂C
∂Y , with the cost function C defined in terms of
the Kullback-Leibler divergence, as
C = ∑︁Nn=1 KL(Pn∥Qn) = ∑︁Nn=1 ∑︁Nm=1 pnm log pnmqnm .
7 Update Y with gradient descent:







9 The result is found by Y(T )
3.4.8 Effect of using non-labeled data for CC
Since the dataset contains non-labeled data points, it can be useful to study the effect
of utilizing it for channel charting. This can be done with the dimensionality reduction
algorithms of 3.4, since they are unsupervised and, as such, do not require any sort
of side information. The addition of data to be used for channel charting can be an
advantage since the feature geometry can become a more accurate representation of
the spatial geometry of the transmitter locations.
In regard to the scores to characterize features and charts described in 3.2, it is
important to emphasize that said scores can only be computed from the perspective
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of the known locations, as they are a comparison between the spatial geometry, i.e.
the true locations, and the feature or chart geometry.
3.5 Graph signal processing
There exist algorithms to interpolate data defined on graphs using signal processing
techniques. These algorithms fall into the domain of semi-supervised learning.
Contrary to the algorithms described in 3.4, in this case the unknown location of
missing points is found by using true location information.
It is important to describe how graph signal processing is seen from the perspective
of dimensionality reduction and localization. The location for some points is known,
and this information is fetched into the algorithm, which combines it with the feature
information used in the algorithms in section 3.4. In this sense, it can be seen as
a semi-supervised dimensionality reduction algorithm. Since some locations are
known, it is expected that the mapping of points on the low-dimensional manifold
will be a better representation than in the unsupervised techniques already described.
Depending on the amount of data points for which the location is known, the
algorithm will yield better or worse results.
The interpolation algorithm used in this thesis is described in Algorithm 7, based
on [45].
3.6 Localization
This section contains a description of the localization methods that have been utilized
in this thesis.
After having found features and charts which, in a way, contain information about
the true location of the transmitters, this information can be used to locate new
UEs, both from the feature perspective and by using the constructed channel charts.
There are, therefore, two different ways to approach localization. In the first one,
the calculated features or dissimilarities are used to estimate new locations. Secondly,
a channel chart constructed from those features can be used for localization.
Since the dataset contains true locations for a set of transmitters (those labeled
data points), they can be used to evaluate the accuracy of location estimations, by
comparing both true and estimated locations.
It is worthwhile to emphasize the nature of the particular localization procedure
that is done in this thesis. As a typical machine learning problem, the dataset can be
divided into training and test sets. For this particular case, the training set contains
data points whose location is known, whereas the test set contains data points for
which the location is estimated—with the localization methods described in this
section—, and then compared to their true location for performance evaluation.
Table 6 includes the notation utilized in this section to describe the different
localization approaches.
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Algorithm 7: Graph Interpolation Method
Data: N data points x1, . . . , xN ∈ Rp. True locations (of dimension p′) of a
set of data points, YS =
[︂
y1, . . . , y|S|
]︂T
.
Parameters : Heat kernel = T , θ
Result: N data points y1, . . . , yN ∈ Rd
′ .
// Let S be the set of labeled data and SC the set of
unlabeled data. A matrix AS denotes a submatrix of A
indexed with the indices of the rows and/or columns of S,
and analogously for SC.
1 Construct a weighted graph G = (V , E), where for two points (xi, xj); (i, j) ∈ E
if xi is among the K-nearest neighbors of xj, or vice-versa, according to a
distance or dissimilarity ddiss.
2 Construct a weight matrix W, with [W]ij = ddiss(xi, xj) if (i, j) ∈ E , and 0
otherwise.
3 Compute the diagonal weight (degree) matrix D, and the unnormalized
Laplacian L.
4 Let ωS be the square-root of smallest eigenvalue of the submatrix corresponding
to the unlabeled data of the squared normalized Laplacian, L2SC .










∀{i, j ∈ S}.
6 Find the normalized Laplacian matrix L and the degree matrix D using the
updated weights from Ŵ.
7 Find the eigendecomposition of L and order its eigenvalues in ascending order,
λ1 ≤ . . . ≤ λN . Label the eigenvectors v1, . . . , vN accordingly.
8 Let b = arg max
b
(λb < ωS | b = 1, . . . , N) .
9 Construct V = [v1, . . . , vb] . Make VS ∈ R|S|×b and VSC ∈ R|S
C |×b by taking
the corresponding columns of V.
10 Compute GS = DS
1








2 YS ∈ R|S
C |×p′ .
11 The interpolated points are given by Y = [y1, . . . , yN ]T = D−
1
2 G, where YSC
contains the estimates of the true locations of the unlabeled data points.
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Table 6: Notation related to localization
xn ∈ Cp Vector of features of a data point n.
yn ∈ Rp
′ True location of a data point n.
yn̂ ∈ Rp
′ Location estimation of a data point n.
T =
{︂
t1, . . . , t|T |
}︂
Indices of the data points corresponding to the
training set, or labeled data.
T C =
{︂




Indices of the data points corresponding to the
test set, or unlabeled data.
XT =
{︂
xt1 , . . . , xt|T |
}︂
Features of points in the training set.
XT C Features of points in the test set.
YT =
{︂
yt1 , . . . , yt|T |
}︂
Locations of points in the training set.
YT C Locations of points in the test set.
GKn = {gn1 , . . . , gnK } ⊂ XT Feature vectors of the K nearest points of xn
in the labeled set, according to a dissimilarity
ddiss or related to it, indexed from nearest to
furthest.
SKn = {sn1 , . . . , snK } ⊂ YT True locations of the K nearest points of xn
in the labeled set, according to a dissimilarity
ddiss or related to it, indexed from nearest to
furthest.
The dissimilarity ddiss can also be defined with respect to covariance matrices
that represent the data points x.
3.6.1 KNN methods
Localization by K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) [19,33] takes into account the fact that
the feature geometry is a representation of the true location of the transmitters.
Furthermore, if local neighborhood preservation is assumed, those features can be
utilized to perform KNN localization.
All KNN methods used in this thesis share the same principle. For estimating
the position of a UE for which CSI has been collected, dissimilarities to the channels
corresponding to all known locations are found. The estimated location is a combi-
nation of the K-nearest neighbors, in terms of a chosen dissimilarity, with K being a
tuneable parameter. The difference in the various KNN methods lies in how these
dissimilarities are utilized to find the estimation. Three of these combinations are
considered in this thesis.
• KNN with pairwise distances
This approach is the simplest form of KNN localization.
For a query data point xq ∈ XT C , the dissimilarities to all data points in
the training set, XT , are found, ddiss(xq, xi), ∀i ∈ T . These dissimilarities are
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ordered in an increasing order, and the data points which constitute the K
lowest dissimilarities are the elements of GKq , with corresponding locations
SKq .
The estimated location of xq, ŷq is given by the barycenter of the locations
corresponding to the K-nearest neighbors, ŷn = 1K
∑︁K
i=1 sqi . For the particular
case of K = 1, the location estimation is equal to the location of the nearest
neighbor of xq, i.e., ŷq = sq1 .
• KNN with dissimilarity vectors
This approach differs from the previous one in that not only the |T | dissimi-






pairwise dissimilarities among the points in the training set.
For every data point a vector of dissimilarities to all points in the training set
can be defined, vi =
[︂
ddiss(xt1 , xi), . . . , ddiss(xt|T| , xi)
]︂T
.
For a query point xq ∈ XT C its corresponding vector vq is found, and the vector
distances between this vector and the ones corresponding to the points in the
labeled set, Dq = {∥vq − vi∥ | i ∈ T }. The location estimation is done with
the locations corresponding to the elements of Dq with the K lowest values,
SKq . The estimation ŷq is performed in the same way as explained in the
previous KNN method, i.e., ŷq = 1K
∑︁K
i=1 sqi .
• KNN with inverse dissimilarity vectors
A situation that can arise with the use of the previously defined dissimilarity
vectors, given how they are constructed, is that the value of vector distances
mainly depends on high differences in dissimilarities, which might correspond to
points that are far away and, therefore, should influence less in the finding of the
nearest neighbors, compared to those who are close. The relationship between
dissimilarity and distance has been previously discussed in section 3.3.4, and
the fact that high dissimilarities are unable to represent distances between
points has been observed. Therefore, high dissimilarities can, in general, be
less trusted than those who are relatively low, when it comes to representing
true distances and, in turn, nearest neighbors.
In order to counteract the effect that high dissimilarities have a great impact
in the way neighbors are determined —and low dissimilarities have a lesser
impact— it can be useful to define a new distance vector in which the low
—and more trustworthy— dissimilarities are given a greater weight. One natural
way to achieve this is to define a dissimilarity vector vi between point xi and
the points in the training set, vi =
[︂
d−αdiss(xt1 , xi), . . . , d−αdiss(xt|T | , xi)
]︂T
, for a
chosen value of α ∈ R∗+.
For the entries of vi where the corresponding dissimilarity ddiss is 0, i.e., when
it is calculated between a data point and itself, that entry is manually modified
in a way such that it does not contribute to the distance ∥vq − vi∥, to avoid
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indeterminations. In other words, entries of vi which are zero are replaced by
the entries of vq at the same positions.
From this point the localization procedure with inverse dissimilarity vectors
follows analogously that of the previous approach.
It can be useful to define the location estimations in terms of a weighted average,
instead of using the barycenter of the locations of the K-nearest neighbors. This
way, it is possible to define a weighted estimation in which the K neighbors are given
different weights, which are inversely proportional to their related dissimilarities.
This way, the location estimation ŷq for a point xq ∈ X T
C can be found by defining
the weights wKq = [wq1 , . . . , wqK ]
T = [d−γ(x, gq1), . . . , d−γ(x, gqK )]








wqj sqj . (38)
Note that γ = 0 implies no weighting, and the estimation is the barycenter of the K
locations, as explained previously.
To study the performance of localization, for all of the three approaches previously
described, the mean error in [m] is used. For estimations ŶT C =
[︃
ŷtC1 , . . . , ŷtC|T C |
]︃
,





∥ŷi − yi∥ . (39)
Another useful manner to analyze the localization error is to look at its empirical
cumulative density function (CDF). This function provides an insight into the
distribution or errors, and it can be of use to analyze it alongside the average error.
It is worthwhile to further analyze the localization methods and comment on
properties that can help understand the differences among them.
An important observation to make is that localization results depend on the
density of points in the training set, i.e., the distances between their true locations.
A dense set of points will, in general, yield more accurate results than a set in which
the pairwise distances are relatively high, given that the estimates are found by a
combination of locations in the training set.
An essential difference between KNN with pairwise distances and the dissimilarity
vector approaches is the effect of updates of the training set in determining the
neighbors of a query point. In the case of dissimilarity vectors, if the training
set is updated with the inclusion of a new element, the dissimilarity vectors need
to also be updated, and all vector distances in D need to be computed again.
Therefore, the inclusion of a new element in the training set can change the locations
corresponding to its K lowest values in an uncertain manner. This situation does
not occur when localization is done with using pairwise dissimilarities. In this
case, the inclusion of a new element xr in XT will give an updated set S ′Kq , for
which the elements corresponding to the K-nearest neighbors will be S ′Kq = SKq if
ddiss (xq, xqK ) > ddiss(xq, xr) or S ′Kq =
{︂




K-nearest neighbors after the training set update will either be the K − 1-nearest
neighbors from before the update plus the new element, or there will be no change.
3.6.2 Extreme Learning Machine
An Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) is a single-hidden layer feedforward neural
network (SLFN) that can be used for classification, regression and other deep learning
applications [46]. The particularity of an ELM is that the parameters of its hidden
layers need not be learned, and the learnable parameters are found analytically to
speed up their learning, contrary to regular neural networks which use gradient-based
learning and weight update.
For the particular purpose of localization, ELMs can be utilized as a supervised
learning approach. In the case of this thesis, a simple ELM consisting of one hidden
layer has been used [33].
An ELM can be thought of as a non-linear function, given by
ELM : xn ∈ Rp → ŷn = βφ(WT xn) ∈ Rp
′
, (40)
where xn are the input features, φ(·) is a non-linear activation function, W ∈ Rp×µ
is the weight matrix (for µ hidden neurons), and β ∈ Rp′×µ are the output weights.
In this thesis, the considered activation function is the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU),
i.e., φ(x) = max(0, x) ∀x ∈ R.
In the training phase, the entries of the matrix W are drawn from a Gaussian
standard distribution, i.e., [W]ij ∼ N(0, 1), and remain constant. The only learned
parameters are the output weights [β]ij.
Let T and T C be the indices representing the training and test datasets, re-
spectively. From the perspective of localization, YT ∈ Rp
′×|T | are the true loca-




∈ Rµ×|T | denote the hidden neuron activations, where
XT =
[︂
xt1 , . . . , xt|T |
]︂
contains the features from the training set.
There exist numerous ways of defining the feature vector x. In this thesis, the
vector corresponding to a data point contains pairwise dissimilarities to all the other
points in the training set, for a given dissimilarity.
The output weight matrix β is found by solving a simple least squares linear
regression problem, and is given by
β = YT
(︂
ΣTT ΣT − γI|T |
)︂−1
ΣTT , (41)
where γ is an L2 regularization parameter to prevent the network from overfitting
and performing poorly on the test set, or on other query points.
The location estimations ŶT C for features corresponding to the test set are found
using (40), i.e., ŶT C =
[︃
ŷtC1 , . . . , ŷtC|T C |
]︃
= βΣT C . The average localization error of
the estimations ŶT C is computed using (39).
3.6.3 Localization based on CC
For the localization methods introduced in the previous section, namely KNN and
ELM, it is crucial to emphasize that these methods can be utilized in two different
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ways. Firstly, and as already described, localization can be performed directly on the
features. That is, with the use of dissimilarities in the ways described, and without
using a channel chart. Secondly, localization based on channel charts—which are
constructed from the features—can be also considered.
A logical motivation for using channel charts for localization is to understand that
they constitute a representation of the spatial geometry, in which local neighborhood
relationships are preserved. Thus, and since this property is the same that motivates
dissimilarity based localization, one can use the same methods for performing local-
ization using radio charts instead of dissimilarities like those introduced in section
3.3. The new dissimilarities can simply be thought of as the distances between the




This chapter includes a description of the results obtained with the tools and methods
contained in the previous chapter. It is divided in three parts; in the first part the
results related to CC are presented, the second part includes a description of the
results related to localization. The final part includes a brief summary of the results
obtained with the graph signal processing algorithm presented in section 3.5.
4.1 CC results
In this section, a portrayal of the results concerning CC is included. The main
method for evaluating these results are the quality scores introduced in section 3.2.
As previously discussed, these scores can be used not only to evaluate the quality of
a generated radio chart, but to evaluate the quality of the features that have been
used to construct the mentioned chart. A logical way of analyzing the CC results is
to first look at the scores of the features, and then compare them to the scores of the
generated charts. The usefulness of charts—at least for the applications concerned
in this thesis—can be analyzed from this point of view. That is, the interest lies in
finding charts whose geometry is able to represent the spatial geometry of the true
locations in a more accurate way than the geometry of the features. If a particular
chart has significantly poorer scores than an analyzed set of features, it is of little use
to exploit it for gaining knowledge of the original spatial geometry, or to use it for
localization. However, it is important to remark that the usefulness of channel charts
is also related to the fact that they are low-dimensional. Thus, finding features with
excellent scores is not enough, and the focus must be in learning charts which have
those high scores, higher than those of the features, if possible.
The features studied in this thesis come from the exploitation of the dissimilarities
presented in section 3.3. That is, every data point xn contains the dissimilarity
values to all other points:
xn = [ddiss (Rn, R1) , . . . , ddiss (Rn, RN)]T . (42)
It is important to remark that utilizing features based on dissimilarities is not
a requisite for constructing charts; other features—usually related to covariance
matrices—can also be used.
Table 7 shows the TW, CT and KS scores (see section 3.2) corresponding to the
dissimilarity features utilized in this thesis. For TW and CT, the scores are given
for different values of the number of neighbors, i.e., K = {10, 25, 50, 100}. Note
that these two scores, by definition, necessarily decrease—or remain constant—as K
increases.
Once the quality of the features has been found, the next logical step is to, by
using the DR techniques detailed in section 3.4, construct charts that are able to
improve the scores of the features, presented on Table 7.
There is a significant number of combinations of features and DR techniques
—some with tuneable parameters—for constructing charts. However, presenting the
results of all of these combinations does not add significant value to the discussion
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Table 7: Dissimilarity feature scores
ddiss KS
K
10 25 50 100
TW CT TW CT TW CT TW CT
CMD 0.480 0.944 0.934 0.939 0.933 0.935 0.932 0.930 0.929
Chordal 0.501 0.930 0.908 0.921 0.906 0.914 0.903 0.906 0.900
X 0.527 0.926 0.904 0.913 0.900 0.900 0.892 0.880 0.874
C{·} 0.452 0.942 0.898 0.936 0.897 0.930 0.895 0.924 0.887
S. sub. 0.490 0.945 0.932 0.939 0.932 0.934 0.930 0.929 0.926
and analysis of the results obtained. Therefore, only those results which are relevant
and worth discussing are presented. It is patent that, for the particular dataset on
which this thesis is based, there are certain of these combinations that provide better
results than others. From Table 7, it is clear that not all dissimilarities have the
same quality. In particular, the features obtained by means of the chordal and X
distances are, in general terms, worse representations of the true locations of the
transmitters, from the perspective of the quality scores in question. As a result,
some of the results that are presented in this section only focus on the remaining 3
dissimilarities.
The generated charts can be not only evaluated by means of the quality scores;
in addition they can be evaluated visually. The generated channel charts will be
p′-dimensional, in general. By choosing a value of p′ that allows for visualization, i.e.
2 or 3, the chart can be visualized. In this thesis a value of p′ = 2 has been chosen.
Moreover, having charts with dimensions as low as possible allows for a more efficient
learning of the spatial geometry at the receiver.
The choice of p′ can furthermore be justified from the point of view of the spatial
geometry of the transmitter locations, since they lie on a plane, after having removed
the height dimension, which had little variance compared to the x and y coordinates
(see section 3.1.1). The visual interpretation of the channel charts can be made by
comparing them to a plot representing the true locations in which the neighborhoods
are emphasized. Figure 12 illustrates this idea. The true locations of the transmitters
can be seen, and points which are in the neighborhood of one another have similar
colors. A good channel chart will have an appearance similar to that of this figure,
without taking into account aspects such as rotation, scaling, translation or reflection,
since these transformations do not affect neighborhood preservation, and the quality
scores in question remain unaffected by them (see section 3.2).
Table 8 contains the quality scores of charts obtained with the DR algorithms
previously detailed. The features utilized for the construction of these charts are,
again, the dissimilarity features obtained from equation (42), with the following
exceptions: for LLE, instead of the dissimilarity features, the features for C{·} is
calculated by normalizing the real and imaginary parts of the covariance matrix
(vectorized, as in eq. (24), without the
√
2 terms) by the normalization term defined
in equation (15). For the signal subspace dissimilarity, the feature vectors are
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Figure 12: Receiver and transmitter locations. Nearby points have similar coloring.
Table 8: Scores for the charts generated with the DR algorithms detailed in section
3.4, for the specified dissimilarities, using the dissimilarity features defined in equation
(42). TW and CT are computed with a value of K = 50. The parameters used for
the DR algorithms are: LE: T = 0.1, K = 248. Isomap: K = 8, LTSA & LLE:
K = 248, t-SNE: Initial solution = sampled from a random distribution, Perp = 200,
T = 1000, η = 500, α(t) = 0.5 for t < 250 and 0.8 for t ≥ 250
DR method CMD C{·} S. Sub.
KS TW CT KS TW CT KS TW CT
MDS 0.466 0.842 0.892 0.462 0.850 0.867 0.438 0.818 0.872
LE 0.466 0.902 0.930 0.391 0.890 0.911 0.491 0.896 0.921
Isomap 0.446 0.861 0.911 0.382 0.872 0.911 0.464 0.841 0.915
LLE* 0.574 0.732 0.770 0.673 0.615 0.764 0.546 0.746 0.822
LTSA 0.550 0.853 0.889 0.622 0.835 0.844 0.548 0.857 0.901
t-SNE 0.395 0.926 0.944 0.311 0.931 0.940 0.366 0.927 0.938
xn = [fn1, . . . , fnN ], following the similarity defined in eq. (21). It can be observed
that the charts generated directly with the DR algorithms in question are worse
representations of the spatial geometry than the dissimilarity features, with the
exception of t-SNE, which produces charts of higher quality. This fact requires other
combinations—and potentially other DR techniques— to be explored, in order to
find charts with better quality scores.
A combination that has led to charts whose scores have been better than those
of the dissimilarities is using the bi-dimensional result obtained from the Isomap
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algorithm, when using a small value for its parameter KIso, as a pre-defined initial
solution to t-SNE, instead of sampling it from a random distribution (see Algorithm
6). The resulting charts are shown in Figure 13, and its corresponding quality scores
(for values of K = {10, 25, 50, 100}) are shown on Table 9. These charts constitute,
by terms of their quality scores, the most accurate representations of the spatial
geometry that have been achieved throughout the development of this thesis. It is
worth noticing that these charts have, in general, better scores than those of the
dissimilarity related features found on Table 7. Therefore, it can be said that the
mentioned combination of DR techniques is able to recover part of the information
related to the spatial geometry which was not captured by the feature geometry, and
do so in a low-dimensional space.
Table 9: CC scores for t-SNE with Isomap with number of neighbors KIso = {8, 12}
as initial solution, using the mentioned dissimilarity features
ddiss KIso KS
K
10 25 50 100
TW CT TW CT TW CT TW CT
CMD 8 0.360 0.941 0.948 0.938 0.947 0.935 0.946 0.930 0.94112 0.361 0.941 0.948 0.939 0.947 0.935 0.946 0.930 0.942
C{·} 8 0.324 0.941 0.937 0.939 0.936 0.936 0.935 0.932 0.93212 0.325 0.942 0.938 0.938 0.938 0.935 0.936 0.931 0.934
S. sub. 8 0.405 0.945 0.951 0.942 0.949 0.939 0.948 0.934 0.94312 0.409 0.945 0.949 0.942 0.948 0.939 0.947 0.934 0.943
4.1.1 Use of non-labeled data for CC
Related to what has been discussed in section 3.4.8, about the use of unlabeled data
for CC, the results of this approach have not been satisfactory. The quality scores
of the charts described in this section—using the labeled data only—is, in general,
greater than those in which a part of the unlabeled data has been included, up to
6000 unlabeled data points. Therefore, the addition of unlabeled data for chart
construction has not been further explored in this thesis, focusing only on charts
learned from labeled locations.
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Figure 13: Charts obtained from applying t-SNE with Isomap (with p′ = 2) as
initial solution, for the mentioned dissimilarities and parameters: (a); CMD, Isomap:
K = 8. (b); CMD, Isomap: K = 12. (c); C{·}, Isomap: K = 8. (d); C{·}, Isomap:
K = 12. (e); S. sub., Isomap: K = 8. (f); S. sub., Isomap: K = 12. The value of
Perp for t-SNE is 200 for all charts, the rest of the parameters are the same ones
used on the charts described on Table 8
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4.2 Localization results
In this section, the results related to localization are presented. Firstly, the focus
lies on localization by using the dissimilarity features directly. These results are
obtained from the localization techniques presented in section 3.6. After that, results
concerning the use of the charts in figure 13 are presented, followed by a comparison
of the mentioned results.
4.2.1 Results related to KNN methods
This section presents the results related to performing localization by utilizing the
different KNN methods introduced in section 3.6.1. These results are presented as
follows: for each dissimilarity based feature, the mean localization error in [m] (39)
is shown, rounded to the nearest integer. The size of the test set is 25% of the total
of points. The number of neighbors, K, is chosen to be the optimal in each case.
On Table 10, the localization results corresponding to dissimilarity based features,
before using them for CC, are presented.
Table 10: Mean localization error in [m], obtained using the KNN methods. DV:
Distance vector. IDV: Inverse Distance Vector
ddiss
KNN method
Pairwise DV IDV (α = 1)
CMD 44 43 43
Chordal 52 54 54
X 51 55 54
C{·} 45 44 43
S. Sub. 42 42 40
4.2.2 Results related to the Extreme Learning Machine
The results concerning localization with the use of an ELM, as introduced in section
3.6.2 can be found on Table 11. From the results, it can be observed that the
performance of ELM is poorer than that of the KNN methods previously detailed.
This situation is analogous to that occurring in [33], and as a consequence, the
result shows that ELMs are, in general, a worse localization algorithm than all KNN
methods presented. The fact that the ELM shows a poorer performance might be
due to having a shallow structure, with only one hidden layer, which might not be
sufficient to form a function which is able to correctly map features to locations.
However, the convenience of ELMs lies in the fact that they are relatively simple
structures in which a relatively small number of weights is learned. Moving to larger
neural network frameworks might give more accurate localization results, but with
the drawback of an increased complexity which would reduce the efficiency and defeat
the purpose of simplicity motivating ELMs. Moreover, deeper networks require larger
datasets, which is not the case with the used dataset.
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Table 11: Mean localization error in [m], obtained using the ELM for the optimal
values of number of neurons µ and regularization term γ
ddiss Avg. loc. error in [m] µ γ
CMD 58 700 10−1
Chordal 76 1300 10−2
X 65 700 10−2
C{·} 59 700 10−2
S. Sub. 60 800 10−2
4.2.3 Results of localization based on CC
As discussed in section 3.6.3, channel charts can be used for the purpose of localization.
It is worthwhile to observe the performance of the localization methods on the charts
shown on Figure 13, as they are the charts that have the highest scores. Table 12
shows the average localization error when using the distances in the charts, for the
three KNN methods and for the ELM. The test set consists of 25% of the total
number of points. These localization results are worse than those of dissimilarity
features, portrayed on Tables 10 and 11.
Table 12: Mean localization error in [m], obtained from the charts in figure 13. DV:
Distance Vector. IDV: Inverse Distance Vector. The regularization term for the
ELM γ = 10−1
ddiss KIso
KNN ELM
Pairwise DV IDV (α = 1) Avg. error µ
CMD 8 49 49 49 54 60012 48 48 49 52 800
C{·} 8 49 48 49 54 80012 49 49 50 54 800
S.Sub. 8 46 46 47 53 80012 46 46 50 52 500
4.2.4 Comparison between KNN and ELM
It is important to compare not only the average localization error for the KNN
methods and ELM, as the previous sections have discussed, but also to look at the
distribution of errors. This can be done by observing the empirical CDF of the
localization methods in question. This result can be found in Figure 14, for the
CMD, for a test set of 25% of the total number of transmitters. The picture includes
the localization error distributions for localization using dissimilarity and channel
charts. From the picture it is clear that the three KNN methods yield the same
test error distribution, and the performance of ELM is worse than that of the KNN
methods. For KNN, it can be seen that around 50% of estimations have an error
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less than 25 m, and the larger average of 43-44 m is due to locations with significant
errors, caused by false neighbors in the feature geometry. The relatively high value
of trustworthiness for the CMD, found on Table 7, explains this result; a significant
amount of transmitters can be located with a relatively small localization error, and
they have high point-wise TW scores (see section 3.2.2). For some points, there
exist neighbors in the feature geometry which are not present in the original spatial
geometry—and their point-wise TW is low—, and for those points the location
estimation will be far from the true location.
It is important to discuss the results concerning the three KNN methods. It has
been found that there are practically no differences among them, when it comes to the
localization errors. This can be said for both the localization based on dissimilarity
features and based on charts. That means, that the dissimilarity or chart distance
between two transmitters is as accurate as the distance between the dissimilarity
vectors. Another consequence of this, and despite it has not been presented in the
results, is the fact that the use of weighting, as detailed in equation (38), does not
change the localization results in this case. From the perspective of computation, and
since the pairwise KNN approach is the quickest to compute, it is sensible to use it,
to the detriment of the distance vector approaches, since in this case they practically
yield the same results. Additionally, and since weighting has little effect on the results,
it is sensible not to use it, since it is the most sensible option computationally-wise.
It can be concluded that localization based on CC, for the dataset in question,
has a poorer performance than if dissimilarity vectors are used directly. Despite
the charts obtained with t-SNE from Isomap as initial solutions being a better
representation—and having the advantage of having significantly less dimensions—
than the dissimilarity features, i.e., the quality scores are higher than those of the
features, in this case this fact does not translate to localization performance. This
might be due, in part, to the fact that t-SNE represents probability, not distances.
Therefore, the obtained CC cannot be used to infer the distances between transmitters,
and localization results suffer from this fact.
4.3 Graph signal processing
The main application of the graph interpolation algorithm presented in section 3.5 is
to estimate the unknown locations of transmitters, having information on the true
locations of a set of those transmitters. With this, one can calculate the localization
error of the estimations produced by the algorithm with equation (39), analogously
to the other localization methods.
In this thesis, the localization results of this method are evaluated with a training
set of 3000 points, i.e., |S| = 3000. The following parameters are chosen as follows:
T = 0.1, θ2 = 0.5 (see Algorithm 7). Figure 15 illustrates the estimations of the
points in the test set, when using data points containing dissimilarities. Table 13
includes the average localization errors of the unlabeled locations, and the quality
scores related to each of the charts, which are now constructed in a semi-supervised
manner. Note that the referred quality scores are computed only taking into account
the unlabeled points, as including the labeled points into the computation would
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Figure 14: Empirical CDF of the localization error of a test set consisting of 25%
of all labeled data points, corresponding to the KNN methods and the ELM, for
the CMD. It can be seen that the ELM performs worse than the KNN methods,
which practically have the same error distribution. The solid curves represent the
error when performing localization on the dissimilarity features (eq. (42)), while
the dashed curves are for localization based on CC, with the particular chart being
from t-SNE with Isomap with KIso = 8 as initial solution performed on the CMD
dissimilarity features, as shown in Figure 13a.
essentially divide the scores by a constant related to the relative sizes of the training
and test sets, since the locations of the labeled points are known, and only those of
the transmitters in the unabeled set are estimated.
It can be seen that the KS corresponding the unlabeled points is lower than that
of the other charts previously discussed. This can be explained from understanding
the essence of the graph interpolation method. Here, the predicted locations, for
the unlabeled points, are estimated, thus attempting to preserve the distances.
Unsupervised CC does not have true location information, and as a consequence the
distance distortion—measured by the KS—will, in general, be worse than that of
charts constructed with semi-supervised approaches.
Another aspect worth mentioning is the fact that, despite the charts being of
relatively high quality, in this case the location estimations are worse than those
found with the dissimilarity features (for the KNN methods) and based on CC, on
Tables 10 and 12, respectively.
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Figure 15: Location estimations of the points in the test set after the graph interpo-
lation algorithm. (a) True locations of the unlabeled points. (b) Estimations when
ddiss = CMD. (c) Estimations when ddiss = C{·}. (d) Estimations when ddiss is the
signal subspace related dissimilarity.
Table 13: Quality scores and localization errors of the estimations produced by the
graph interpolation algorithm, for the given dissimilarities
ddiss KS
K = 50 Avg. loc. error in [m]
TW CT
CMD 0.2097 0.9387 0.9460 51
C{·} 0.2740 0.9227 0.9253 61
S. sub. 0.2197 0.9343 0.9417 54
4.4 Effect of the spatial sampling on the localization results
It is sensible to look at the localization results from the perspective of the spatial
density of the transmitters, i.e., the true pairwise distances between transmitters,
which conform the spatial geometry. This way, the localization results can be easier
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understood. Note that the obtained localization accuracies have no intrinsic meaning,
since they depend on the density of the transmitters, i.e., in their number, N , the
size of the radio cell, and how uniformly the users are spread about the cell.
One aspect worth analyzing is the statistical properties of the distances between
transmitters and their K-nearest neighbors. The comparison can be made by defining
the distances used to find the neighbors. On one hand, the true neighbors can be
analyzed. Secondly, the neighbors can be chosen from the CC distances, as it is done
in CC based localization. Finally, they can also be chosen based on the dissimilarity
features already discussed. Figure 16 illustrates these concepts, by analyzing the
empirical CDF of the true distances between transmitters and their neighbors, for
different values of K-nearest neighbors. It can be seen that there is a significant
difference between the distances related to the true neighbors and those related to
the neighbors in the channel chart and those related to a dissimilarity feature. The
KNN based localization is based on this phenomenon, and depends on the distances
of the neighbors to make the location estimations. It can be observed that the closest
true neighbors are located at relatively low distances, which confirms that there exist
neighboring locations in the channel chart which are not neighbors in the spatial
geometry, which rises the average localization error. It is important to notice that,
in Figure 16, the plots involve all transmitters, whereas only the true locations in
the training set (in this thesis, 75% of the total number of transmitters) are used for
the estimations. However, this fact has a smaller effect than the presence of false
neighbors in the channel charts, due to the fact that if the average location error is
in the order of 45-50 m, for some transmitters in the test set their estimated location
is far from their true location.
Table 14 shows the average and the median of the distances between transmitters
and their K-nearest neighbors, for different values of K-nearest neighbors. The
comparison is made between the true neighbors, the neighbors found on the charts
and the neighbors related to dissimilarities. There is a clear difference between the
true neighbors and the other two definitions, as has already been seen in Figure
16. There is a small difference between the true distances to the nearest neighbors
for the channel chart and dissimilarity distances, and they are higher than those
related to the true neighbors. It is important to remark the fact that there is a
high difference between the average and the median of the true distances when the
neighbors are found from a channel chart and a dissimilarity. The values of the
TW detailed on Tables 7 and 9 mean that there exist false neighbors—relatively
few, as the average values are higher than 0.9—in the feature geometry and in the
channel chart. However, the TW value does not give any information about the
true distances of transmitters to those false neighbors. By observing these relatively
large differences between the mean and the median of the distances to the nearest
neighbors, it can be further concluded that a non-negligible number of transmitters
have neighbors in the feature geometry as well as in the channel charts which raise
the mean localization error at a considerable amount.
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Figure 16: Empirical CDF of the true distances between transmitters and their K-
nearest neighbors. (a) True neighbors. (b) Neighbors found from the chart obtained
from t-SNE with Isomap (KIso = 8) as initial solution, for the CMD (Fig. 13a), and
those found in the feature geometry, for the CMD features.
Table 14: Mean and median of the true distances in [m] between transmitters and
their K-nearest neighbors, considering the true neighbors, the neighbors found from
the chart obtained from t-SNE with Isomap (KIso = 8) as initial solution, for the
CMD (Fig. 13a), and the neighbors found directly with the CMD features
K
True neighbors CC neighbors ddiss neighbors
Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median
1 1.27 0.99 54.66 21.66 43.78 17.06
3 2.00 1.70 55.38 22.66 49.45 20.61
5 2.66 2.29 57.56 23.51 52.12 22.82
10 4.15 3.69 59.79 25.15 56.66 26.35
20 6.84 6.13 62.50 28.15 61.53 31.38
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5 Future work
There is a significant number of future work directions that have not been covered
in this thesis. It is patent that the localization results are in need to be improved,
as the physical separation between transmitters is much lower than the average
localization errors found. A possible direction would consist of processing the CSI,
using suitable signal processing techniques, in order to find out the distribution of
the antenna array of the receiver. This information can be then used for extracting
more complex features which capture the nature of the antenna array. In addition,
use other more complex feature extraction techniques that might more accurately
capture the geometry in which the UEs reside.
Since feature extraction and DR are, in general, problem specific, it is not
possible to know how the specific dissimilarities and techniques would perform on
other datasets. A logical continuation of this thesis would be to use different datasets
and be able to draw more generalized conclusions on the performance of the methods
and spot potential improvements and challenges. Following this line of thought, a
deeper mathematical analysis of feature extraction and DR algorithms might be
needed, in order to understand the aspects of CSI are relevant for the construction
of accurate channel charts and features. Also, it could provide an insight on what
features and DR techniques are suitable for CSI of different properties.
There exist other DR algorithms that have not been utilized in this thesis. Thus,
a natural future work direction would be to analyze the results of charts constructed
with other DR techniques. Additionally, and since unlabeled data is available,
construction of charts using part of this data can lead to improvements on the quality
of charts and localization results.
The question of utilizing other semi-supervised techniques for learning channel
charts remains open. The graph interpolation technique used in this thesis constitutes
a way of generating charts in a semi-supervised manner, but there might be alternative
methods for creating such charts. Moreover, it is important to note, that the algorithm
utilized in this thesis (shown in Algorithm 7) has the same limitations as the other
DR techniques, in terms of the quality of the high-dimensional features that they
take as input. A natural research avenue would be to investigate the effect of feature
properties on the semi-supervised generated charts, in order to provide the algorithm
with new features which give better results.
Metric learning approaches with various degrees of supervision are an interesting
potential future work concept. This way, the dissimilarities can not only be calculated
directly from the extracted features, but a learning framework is used in addition,
which can allow for features based on learned metrics or dissimilarities.
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6 Conclusions
This thesis has described and analyzed methods to construct channel charts and
perform user localization, from real—not simulated—CSI collected at a multi-antenna
BS from transmitting UEs scattered about an outdoor area approximately covering
0.5 km2.
There is an important number of conclusions and statements that arise from the
results obtained in this thesis, whose mention is relevant for the understanding of
the results, and gives enlightenment to potential further analysis emerging from this
work.
One of the most relevant ideas that can be derived is the fact that creating channel
charts with the desired properties for this particular dataset has proven to be a
challenging task. Charts which are unable to accurately represent the true locations
of the transmitters are of little use. Therefore, many of the charts that have been
generated throughout this thesis work, such as those whose scores are shown on
Table 8 are unsatisfactorily suited for localization applications. This phenomenon has
several reasons which, in part, boil down to a few particularities about the CSI data
studied in this thesis. First of all, and as has been previously discussed, the dataset
in question has not been in any way created specifically for the prospect of generating
charts. Secondly, the uncertainty related to the locations of the malfunctioning
antennas introduces an additional challenge. Aside from these facts, it is patent
that the CSI data have properties which are undesired, from the point of view of
extracting features. One of the most impactful of these properties is the existence of
two highly distinct sets of transmitters, namely the LoS and NLoS sets. As has been
extensively discussed in chapter 3, the existence of transmitters for which most of the
recorded CSI values are 0 limits the effective information that can be gained from
the CSI and, consequently, makes features more prone to suffer from considerable
inaccuracies. In addition, the possible non-negligible amount of noise present in the
data hinders the possibility of having features of a higher quality.
As a consequence of the described circumstances, utilizing the generated charts
for the prospect of localization can lead to challenges in improving the results of
localization performed directly on the features, thus making channel charts unsuitable
to be used for this purpose, even though their quality scores are an improvement to
those of the features extracted from the CSI, as has been the case in this thesis.
The semi-supervised technique of graph signal processing, detailed in section 3.5
has proven to be able to provide relatively good results in terms of the quality of the
charts obtained. However, localization based on these charts was poorer than the
other methods, namely KNN and ELM based on dissimilarity features and on charts,
as high and low-dimension representations of the spatial geometry, respectively.
In conclusion, the results presented in chapter 4 are remarkable in that, it has been
possible to generate radio maps with good quality, despite the numerous challenges
present, and despite some choices that have been taken to solve the original problem.
This work has the focus on the analysis of CC and localization with real data. Despite
the numerous limitations that the dataset utilized in this thesis has, as have been
thoroughly explained, it is remarkable that it has been possible to obtain good quality
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charts, when compared to charts learned from synthetic data in [3, 10, 11,22], where
the antenna structure is known and there is room for adapting some parameters to
the specific needs of the problem. The generated charts can give good results for
other applications, including Radio Resource Management (RRM), but are in need
of improvement if they are to be used for localization.
As mentioned in chapter 5, there are many open questions and research directions
to explore, which can lead to interesting findings and results.
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